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Simple Heuristic Evaluation 
Due: in class Wednesday, April 23, 2014 

Overview 

The goal of this assignment is to learn how to apply Nielsen’s heuristic evaluation 
technique on one small, but flawed, piece of a user interface, including identifying 
usability violations, rating their severity, and comparing with the ratings from other 
evaluators.   

If you are already familiar with heuristic evaluation from another course or self-study, 
you can ask that this lab be waived – in that case, please propose something else to 
substitute for it (for example, using heuristic evaluation on your project, some additional 
work on your course project, or whatever would work best for you). 

Plan 

The first part of this assignment is done individually.  The figure on the other side 
illustrates a shopping cart for an online store.  Perform a heuristic evaluation of this 
interface, and describe the usability violations that you find.  You should find at least 8, 
although there are more.  Label each violation with a number on the figure and separately 
make a list of violations.  For each one, describe which guideline is violated, and why.  
You should also suggest a solution to solve each of these problems.  Use Nielsen’s 
second set of heuristics to label each violation (see attached).  Remember to list each 
violation separately, and list the name of the related heuristic.  After you’ve identified the 
violations, rate their severity using Nielsen’s scale (also attached). 

Next, assemble into groups of 3-4 and compare your lists of violations.  There is a 
Catalyst forum topic set up for finding partners and a time for this.  For each violation 
that you found that was also found by one or more other evaluators, record the mean of 
the ratings as well as your own. 

Deliverable 

Turn in your annotated figure, and (on one or more separate sheets) a list of the violations 
by number on the figure, the guideline violated, your own severity rating and the average 
of all ratings, and a suggested solution.  Finally, please include a brief note reflecting on 
the process.  How much overlap was there in the violations identified?  How much 
agreement or disagreement was there on their severity? 

Please write your name on all sheets. 
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Ten Usability Heuristics by Jakob Nielsen (2nd version) 
These are ten general principles for user interface design. They are called “heuristics” because they are 
more in the nature of rules of thumb than specific usability guidelines. 
 
H2-1. Visibility of system status 
The system should always keep users informed about what is going on, through appropriate feedback 
within reasonable time.  
 
H2-2. Match between system and the real world 
The system should speak the users’ language, with words, phrases and concepts familiar to the user, rather 
than system-oriented terms. Follow real-world conventions, making information appear in a natural and 
logical order.  
 
H2-3. User control and freedom 
Users often choose system functions by mistake and will need a clearly marked “emergency exit” to leave 
the unwanted state without having to go through an extended dialogue. Support undo and redo.  
 
H2-4. Consistency and standards 
Users should not have to wonder whether different words, situations, or actions mean the same thing. 
Follow platform conventions.  
 
H2-5. Error prevention 
Even better than good error messages is a careful design which prevents a problem from occurring in the 
first place. Either eliminate error-prone conditions or check for them and present users with a confirmation 
option before they commit to the action.  
 
H2-6. Recognition rather than recall 
Minimize the user's memory load by making objects, actions, and options visible. The user should not have 
to remember information from one part of the dialogue to another. Instructions for use of the system should 
be visible or easily retrievable when appropriate.  
 
H2-7. Flexibility and efficiency of use 
Accelerators -- unseen by the novice user -- may often speed up the interaction for the expert user such that 
the system can cater to both inexperienced and experienced users. Allow users to tailor frequent actions.  
 
H2-8. Aesthetic and minimalist design 
Dialogues should not contain information which is irrelevant or rarely needed. Every extra unit of 
information in a dialogue competes with the relevant units of information and diminishes their relative 
visibility.  
 
H2-9. Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors 
Error messages should be expressed in plain language (no codes), precisely indicate the problem, and 
constructively suggest a solution.  
 
H2-10. Help and documentation 
Even though it is better if the system can be used without documentation, it may be necessary to provide 
help and documentation. Any such information should be easy to search, focused on the user's task, list 
concrete steps to be carried out, and not be too large. 
 
Severity Ratings  

0 = I don’t agree that this is a usability problem at all  
1 = Cosmetic problem only: need not be fixed unless extra time is available on project  
2 = Minor usability problem: fixing this should be given low priority  
3 = Major usability problem: important to fix, so should be given high priority  
4 = Usability catastrophe: imperative to fix this before product can be released 


